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"The fullest account yet of the rise of one of the most profitable, most powerful, and oddest businesses the world has
ever seen." -San Francisco Chronicle Just eleven years old, Google has profoundly transformed the way we live and
work-we've all been Googled. Esteemed media writer Ken Auletta uses the story of Google's rise to explore the future of
media at large. This book is based on the most extensive cooperation ever granted a journalist, including access to
closed-door meetings and interviews with industry legends, including Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Marc
Andreessen, and media guru "Coach" Bill Campbell. Auletta's unmatched analysis, vivid details, and rich anecdotes
illuminate how the Google wave grew, how it threatens to drown media institutions, and where it's taking us next.
A deadly political rivalry that ended in two brutal executions...An intricate love triangle that altered the course of
history...A religious revolution that changed the world... THE TREASURE... For two thousand years, an undiscovered
treasure rested in the rocky wilds of the French Pyrenees. A series of scrolls written in the first century by Mary
Magdalene, these startling documents hold the power to redefine the events and characters of the New Testament.
Protected by supernatural forces, the priceless cache can only be uncovered by a special seeker, one who has been
chosen for the task by divine providence - The Expected One. THE CHOSEN ONE... When journalist Maureen Paschal
begins the research for a new book, she has no idea that she is stepping into an ancient mystery so complex and
dangerous that thousands of people have killed and died for it. As a long buried family scandal comes to light, she can no
longer deny her own role in a deadly drama of epic international consequences.
The New York Times film critic shows why we need criticism now more than ever Few could explain, let alone seek out, a
career in criticism. Yet what A.O. Scott shows in Better Living Through Criticism is that we are, in fact, all critics: because
critical thinking informs almost every aspect of artistic creation, of civil action, of interpersonal life. With penetrating
insight and warm humor, Scott shows that while individual critics--himself included--can make mistakes and find flaws
where they shouldn't, criticism as a discipline is one of the noblest, most creative, and urgent activities of modern
existence. Using his own film criticism as a starting point--everything from his infamous dismissal of the international
blockbuster The Avengers to his intense affection for Pixar's animated Ratatouille--Scott expands outward, easily guiding
readers through the complexities of Rilke and Shelley, the origins of Chuck Berry and the Rolling Stones, the power of
Marina Abramovich and 'Ode on a Grecian Urn.' Drawing on the long tradition of criticism from Aristotle to Susan Sontag,
Scott shows that real criticism was and always will be the breath of fresh air that allows true creativity to thrive. "The time
for criticism is always now," Scott explains, "because the imperative to think clearly, to insist on the necessary balance of
reason and passion, never goes away."
Tere dan Opan mungkin bertunangan, tetapi tidak berarti hubungan mereka mulus-mulus saja. Seiring berjalannya
waktu, Tere merasa mereka terlalu bertolak belakang. Semuanya semakin runyam setelah kedatangan Vivi, salah satu
sahabat Opan yang ternyata juga mantan pacarnya! Vivi terang-terangan berusaha merebut Opan hingga Tere sakit hati
dan memutuskan pertunangan mereka. Sialnya, perusahaan ayah Tere mendadak bangkrut sampai harus menerima
bantuan dana dari ayah Opan. Tere yang tidak tega terpaksa meminta Opan pura-pura tetap bertunangan dengannya di
depan keluarga mereka. Namun ternyata berpura-pura tidak gampang, apalagi ada Evans yang ternyata masih
mengharapkan Tere. Dan sekarang mereka malah terjebak dalam cinta segi empat! Duh, gimana nih?
We had to do it. We had to reprint this book. Rarely has a book had such an impact on so many of us here at Ignatius
Press. It is one of the most powerful and moving books we have come across. If you can only buy one book this season,
this must be the one. Here is the astonishing true story of the harrowing experiences of a young German seminarian
drafted into Hitler's dreaded SS at the onset of World War II. Without betraying his Christian ideals, against all odds, and
in the face of Evil, Gereon Goldmann was able to complete his priestly training, be ordained, and secretly minister to
German Catholic soldiers and innocent civilian victims caught up in the horrors of war. How it all came to pass will
astound you. Father Goldmann tells of his own incredible experiences of the trials of war, his many escapes from almost
certain death, and the diabolical persecution that he and his fellow Catholic soldiers encountered on account of their faith.
What emerges is an extraordinary witness to the workings of Divine Providence and the undying power of love, prayer,
faith, and sacrifice. Illustrated
Happily ever after is the only way to describe this crowd-pleasing story of a scholarship student who changes places with
a princess for a day.
New York Times bestseller! Get ready for another binge-worthy romance from international bestselling author Elle
Kennedy! He’s a player in more ways than one… College junior John Logan can get any girl he wants. For this hockey
star, life is a parade of parties and hook-ups, but behind his killer grins and easygoing charm, he hides growing despair
about the dead-end road he’ll be forced to walk after graduation. A sexy encounter with freshman Grace Ivers is just the
distraction he needs, but when a thoughtless mistake pushes her away, Logan plans to spend his final year proving to
her that he’s worth a second chance. Now he’s going to need to up his game… After a less than stellar freshman year,
Grace is back at Briar University, older, wiser, and so over the arrogant hockey player she nearly handed her V-card to.
She’s not a charity case, and she’s not the quiet butterfly she was when they first hooked up. If Logan expects her to roll
over and beg like all his other puck bunnies, he can think again. He wants her back? He’ll have to work for it. This time
around, she’ll be the one in the driver’s seat…and she plans on driving him wild. The Briar U Series of Standalone
Novels The Chase (Briar U Book 1) The Risk (Briar U Book 2) The Play (Briar U Book 3) The Off-Campus Series of
Standalone Novels The Deal (Off-Campus Book 1) The Mistake (Off-Campus Book 2) The Score (Off-Campus Book 3)
The Goal (Off-Campus Book 4)
The fascinating, improbable true story of Maxwell Knight--the great MI5 spymaster and inspiration for the James Bond
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character M. Maxwell Knight was perhaps the greatest spymaster in history. He did more than anyone in his era to
combat the rising threat of fascism in Britain during World War II, in spite of his own history inside this movement. He was
also truly eccentric--a thrice-married jazz aficionado who kept a menagerie of exotic pets--and almost totally unqualified
for espionage. Yet he had a gift for turning practically anyone into a fearless secret agent. Knight's work revolutionized
British intelligence, pioneering the use of female agents, among other accomplishments. In telling Knight's remarkable
story, Agent M also reveals for the first time in print the names and stories of some of the men and women recruited by
Knight, on behalf of MI5, who were asked to infiltrate the country's most dangerous political organizations. Drawing on a
vast array of original sources, Agent M reveals not only the story of one of the world's greatest intelligence operators, but
the sacrifices and courage required to confront fascism during a nation's darkest time.
Unleash the untamed passions of the underworld in these deliciously wicked tales of paranormal romance. Orla, youngest daughter of the
Fairy Queen, is almost as famous for her powers of seduction as she is for her rebellious nature.
Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical detail, and a medical mystery in
this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not thirteen-year-old
Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret passion is science, an unsuitable subject for finishing-school
girls. Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On those visits to his patients, she discovers a hidden dark side of the city—a
side that’s full of secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague
has reached San Francisco. So why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs trying to burn Chinatown to the ground?
Why is Noah, the Chinese cook’s son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything she has known to be true? Ignoring the rules of race and
class, Lizzie and Noah must put the pieces together in a heart-stopping race to save the people they love. Winner of a Los Angeles Public
Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and Literature) Award Nominated for: Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice Awards Tennessee
Volunteer State Book Award (Middle School division) Missouri Association of School Librarians (MASL) Readers Award California Library
Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List
It's 1924 and Poppy Denby is heading up to Northumberland to celebrate her father's sixtieth birthday. She stops off in Newcastle en route to
visit her Aunt Dot, who has temporarily relocated from London to renovate a house she's inherited. One of Aunt Dot's guests is the world
renowned artist, Agnes Robson, who is staging an exhibition at the Laing Art Gallery. Reluctantly, Poppy is roped in to help when the artist's
press liaison man falls ill. She soon discovers that the local press have dug up some dirt on Agnes relating to the tragic death of a young art
teacher in Ashington Colliery, twenty-seven years earlier. As she tries to suppress the story, Poppy begins to suspect that the teacher might
have been murdered and that the killer may still be on the loose...
'Page-turning and gritty' DAILY MAIL. Amid the carnage of the 100 Years War – the bloodiest confilct in medieval history – a young English
archer confronts his destiny... England, 1346: For Thomas Blackstone the choice is easy – dance on the end of a rope for a murder he did not
commit, or take up his war bow and join the king's invasion. As he fights his way across northern France, Blackstone learns the brutal lessons
of war – from the terror and confusion of his first taste of combat, to the savage realities of siege warfare. Vastly outnumbered, Edward III's
army will finally confront the armoured might of the French nobility on the field of Crécy. It is a battle that will change the history of warfare, a
battle that will change the course of Blackstone's life, a battle that will forge a legend.
From HRH Princess Michael of Kent, bestselling author of The Queen of Four Kingdoms, comes the extraordinary second volume in the
Anjou trilogy. Yolande, the Queen of Four Kingdoms is dead. Agnès Sorel, beautiful, innocent, twenty years old, had arrived a year earlier
with the court of Yolande's son, René D'Anjou, and remained with his mother at her request, knowing how much the King of France, her
dissolute son-in-law Charles VII, would need wise guidance. As a trusted confidant of Yolande, Agnès captivates everyone she meets, and in
her role as a demoiselle to René's wife, Isabelle of Lorraine, Agnès finds herself firmly ensconced in the royal court. Soon though, whispers at
court regarding Charles's burgeoning feelings for her begin to grow, and despite her best efforts to resist, Agnès is alarmed to discover that
she too is in love. Plagued by guilt but unable to deny her feelings for the King, Agnès is forced to choose between her love for Charles, and
her duty to herself . . . Praise for The Queen of Four Kingdoms: 'Meticulously researched and powerfully evoked.' Philippa Gregory 'Takes the
reader to the heart of this glamorous, dangerous world, and holds them spellbound. I loved it.' Julian Fellowes 'Riveting . . . spellbinding.' Mail
on Sunday 'A page-turning blend of epic battles, betrayal, seduction and heroism.' Hello
When her Friendsverse page gets hacked into and her ugliest photos, darkest secrets, and an array of obscene lies are posted, Madison's
social life is hit hard and leaves her with doing major damage control while trying to find the culprit who ruined her life. Original.
Lt. Mellie Blake is a nurse serving in the 802nd Medical Squadron, Air Evacuation, Transport. As part of a morale building program, she
reluctantly enters into an anonymous correspondence with Lt. Tom MacGilliver, an officer in the 908th Engineer Aviation Battalion in North
Africa. As their letters crisscross the Atlantic, Tom and Mellie develop a unique friendship despite not knowing the other's true identity. When
both are transferred to Algeria, the two are poised to meet face to face for the first time. Will they overcome their fears and reveal who they
are, or will their future be held hostage to their past? And can they learn to trust God and embrace the gift of love he offers them? Combining
excellent research and attention to detail with a flair for romance, Sarah Sundin brings to life the perilous challenges of WWII aviation,
nursing, and true love.
The year is 1943. The Nazis have invaded Italy; American troops have landed. At Aldo's restaurant on the Adriatic coast, Lucia Fantini
entertained customers for years with her marvelous opera singing. But normal operations are over. The restaurant has been seized by
nazifascisti, and a Resistance squad of waiters and local tradesmen has been formed, led by Lucia's son, Beppino. When Beppino
disappears, Lucia must journey across war-devastated Italy to find him. Aided by a richly drawn cast of characters, the story of her
adventures is told with the vigor, drama, and lyrical grace of an Italian opera, in a brilliantly arranged narrative that places tragic events sideby-side with high comedy, domestic intrigues, and gripping details. In this captivating story of a mother and son, Cooney enters a world of
peril and chance, and brings to life the extraordinary Resistance movement of the Italian people.

I never wanted to be a vampire queen. But on the bright (if not sunny) side of the debacle, I’ve got a super-hot new boyfriend. And
he just might be the perfect guy. Well, if the perfect guy ghosts you for a month and then comes back to school with a new look, a
pack of friends, and a secret. But we have bigger problems. The Drainers are back. They’re singing a different song, but have
they really changed? Even worse, werewolves’ hearts are being ripped from their bodies—which is putting the people I love in
danger. I need to figure out who is behind the murders before there’s an all-out vampire werewolf war. No one is going to mess
with my friends, even the ones who like to get wild and howl at the moon. Sometimes, all a girl can do is grab her tiara and start
kicking some supernatural ass... The Afterlife series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 The Afterlife of the Party
Book #2 I'm with the Banned
In this pathbreaking book, a well-known feminist and sociologist--who is also the Founding Editor of Gender & Society--challenges
our most basic assumptions about gender. Judith Lorber views gender as wholly a product of socialization subject to human
agency, organization, and interpretation. In her new paradigm, gender is an institution comparable to the economy, the family, and
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religion in its significance and consequences. Drawing on many schools of feminist scholarship and on research from
anthropology, history, sociology, social psychology, sociolinguistics, and cultural studies, Lorber explores different paradoxes of
gender: --why we speak of only two "opposite sexes" when there is such a variety of sexual behaviors and relationships; --why
transvestites, transsexuals, and hermaphrodites do not affect the conceptualization of two genders and two sexes in Western
societies; --why most of our cultural images of women are the way men see them and not the way women see themselves; --why
all women in modern society are expected to have children and be the primary caretaker; --why domestic work is almost always
the sole responsibility of wives, even when they earn more than half the family income; --why there are so few women in positions
of authority, when women can be found in substantial numbers in many occupations and professions; --why women have not
benefited from major social revolutions. Lorber argues that the whole point of the gender system today is to maintain structured
gender inequality--to produce a subordinate class (women) that can be exploited as workers, sexual partners, childbearers, and
emotional nurturers. Calling into question the inevitability and necessity of gender, she envisions a society structured for equality,
where no gender, racial ethnic, or social class group is allowed to monopolize economic, educational, and cultural resources or the
positions of power.
From the author of the National Book Award finalist Black Leopard, Red Wolf and the WINNER of the 2015 Man Booker Prize for
A Brief History of Seven Killings "An undeniable success.” — The New York Times Book Review A true triumph of voice and
storytelling, The Book of Night Women rings with both profound authenticity and a distinctly contemporary energy. It is the story of
Lilith, born into slavery on a Jamaican sugar plantation at the end of the eighteenth century. Even at her birth, the slave women
around her recognize a dark power that they- and she-will come to both revere and fear. The Night Women, as they call
themselves, have long been plotting a slave revolt, and as Lilith comes of age they see her as the key to their plans. But when she
begins to understand her own feelings, desires, and identity, Lilith starts to push at the edges of what is imaginable for the life of a
slave woman, and risks becoming the conspiracy's weak link. But the real revelation of the book-the secret to the stirring imagery
and insistent prose-is Marlon James himself, a young writer at once breathtakingly daring and wholly in command of his craft.
Hannah Wells has finally found someone who turns her on. But while she might be confident in every other area of her life, she's
carting around a full set of baggage when it comes to sex and seduction. If she wants to get her crush's attention, she'll have to
step out of her comfort zone and make him take notice...even if it means tutoring the annoying, childish, cocky captain of the
hockey team in exchange for a pretend date. All Garrett Graham has ever wanted is to play professional hockey after graduation,
but his plummeting GPA is threatening everything he's worked so hard for. If helping a sarcastic brunette make another guy
jealous will help him secure his position on the team, he's all for it. But when one unexpected kiss leads to the wildest sex of both
their lives, it doesn't take long for Garrett to realize that pretend isn't going to cut it. Now he just has to convince Hannah that the
man she wants looks a lot like him.
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted persistently by the ghost of
the dead baby girl whom she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. Reader's Guide
available. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
“An all-encompassing and enthralling historical novel, Vera parallels with the current era.” —O, The Oprah Magazine New York
Times bestselling author Carol Edgarian delivers a grand adventure set in 1906 San Francisco featuring an unforgettable heroine
coming of age in the aftermath of catastrophe, and her quest for love and reinvention. Meet Vera Johnson, fifteen-year-old
illegitimate daughter of Rose, notorious proprietor of San Francisco’s most legendary bordello. Vera has grown up straddling two
worlds—the madam’s alluring sphere, replete with tickets to the opera, surly henchmen, and scant morality, and the quiet domestic
life of the family paid to raise her. On the morning of the great quake, Vera’s worlds collide. As the city burns and looters vie with
the injured, orphaned, and starving, Vera and her guileless sister, Pie, are cast adrift. Disregarding societal norms and prejudices,
Vera begins to imagine a new kind of life. She collaborates with Tan, her former rival, and forges an unlikely family of survivors,
navigating through the disaster together. In Vera, Carol Edgarian creates a cinematic, deeply entertaining world, in which honor
and fates are tested; notions of sex, class, and justice are turned upside down; and love is hard-won. A ravishing, heartbreaking,
and profound affirmation of youth and tenacity, Vera’s story brings to life legendary characters—tenor Enrico Caruso, indicted
mayor Eugene Schmitz and boss Abe Ruef, tabloid celebrity Alma Spreckels. This richly imagined, timely tale of improbable
outcomes and alliances takes hold from the first page, with remarkable scenes of devastation, renewal, and joy. Vera celebrates
the audacious fortitude of its young heroine, who discovers an unexpected strength in unprecedented times.
A new way of thinking about data science and data ethics that is informed by the ideas of intersectional feminism. Today, data
science is a form of power. It has been used to expose injustice, improve health outcomes, and topple governments. But it has
also been used to discriminate, police, and surveil. This potential for good, on the one hand, and harm, on the other, makes it
essential to ask: Data science by whom? Data science for whom? Data science with whose interests in mind? The narratives
around big data and data science are overwhelmingly white, male, and techno-heroic. In Data Feminism, Catherine D'Ignazio and
Lauren Klein present a new way of thinking about data science and data ethics—one that is informed by intersectional feminist
thought. Illustrating data feminism in action, D'Ignazio and Klein show how challenges to the male/female binary can help
challenge other hierarchical (and empirically wrong) classification systems. They explain how, for example, an understanding of
emotion can expand our ideas about effective data visualization, and how the concept of invisible labor can expose the significant
human efforts required by our automated systems. And they show why the data never, ever “speak for themselves.” Data
Feminism offers strategies for data scientists seeking to learn how feminism can help them work toward justice, and for feminists
who want to focus their efforts on the growing field of data science. But Data Feminism is about much more than gender. It is
about power, about who has it and who doesn't, and about how those differentials of power can be challenged and changed.
An inside look at the billion-dollar enterprise reveals how the Internet icon grew from a concept to a social phenomenon with a bold
mission: to organize all of the world's information and make it easily accessible to people in more than one hundred languages.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
A Book of Secrets is the story of a woman named Susan Charlewood living in Elizabethan England. Born in what is now Ghana,
Susan is enslaved by the Portuguese but later rescued by British sailors, who bring her to England. Once in England, she is raised
and educated in an English Catholic household. When Susan comes of age, the family marry her off to an older Catholic man,
John Charlewood. Charlewood runs a printing press and uses it to supply the Papist nobility with illegal Catholic texts and foment
rebellion amongst the Catholic underclass. When Charlewood dies, Susan takes over the business and uses her new position to
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find out more about her origins. A look at racial relationships on the eve of the beginning of the transatlantic slave trade, A Book of
Secrets is a revealing and compelling glimpse into a fraught time.
Sukhiya Kaka was a famous singer. He met Dinoo who turned out to be his biggest fan. Together they made quite a pair!
A schoolteacher still reeling from the tragedies of the Great War and the influenza epidemic travels to the Middle East in this
memorable and passionate novel “Marvelous . . . a stirring story of personal awakening set against the background of a crucial
moment in modern history.”—The Washington Post Agnes Shanklin, a forty-year-old schoolteacher from Ohio, has come into a
modest inheritance that allows her to take the trip of a lifetime to Egypt and the Holy Land. Arriving at the Semiramis Hotel just as
the 1921 Cairo Peace Conference convenes, she is freed for the first time from her mother’s withering influence and finds herself
being wooed by a handsome, mysterious German. At the same time, Agnes—with her plainspoken American opinions—is drawn into
the company of Winston Churchill, T. E. Lawrence, and Lady Gertrude Bell, who will, in the space of a few days, redraw the world
map to create the modern Middle East. As they change history, Agnes too will find her own life transformed forever. With prose as
graceful and effortless as a seductive float down the Nile, Mary Doria Russell illuminates the long, rich history of the Middle East
with a story that brilliantly elucidates today’s headlines.
How does a woman, who had everything, find her way in this world when all the meaning has been removed? Mara Dalton has a
life that most women only dream of. She has an amazing husband, a new baby boy and owns her own company. When her
husband and son are killed tragically just days before Christmas, Mara stops living as well. For years she tries to live but finds
herself only existing. She attempts to avoid reliving another year of horrible memories at Christmas by leaving her home; which
has become her tomb. While traveling with not much of a plan other than avoidance, she discovers a small town in Alabama. The
quaint town seems the perfect place to avoid the holiday and her pain. She finds more than she bargained for in the Lambert
family; a family whose roots are buried deep in their small southern town. Mara discovers the one thing she has lost, herself. She
struggles to allow herself to live again, at the same time breathing life into the town and the Lamberts. Sometimes we don’t get to
choose where we lay our roots, it chooses us.
Repeatedly declared dead by the media, the women’s movement has never been as vibrant as it is today. Indeed as Stanford
professor and award-winning author Estelle B. Freedman argues in her compelling new book, feminism has reached a critical
momentum from which there is no turning back. A truly global movement, as vital and dynamic in the developing world as it is in
the West, feminism has helped women achieve authority in politics, sports, and business, and has mobilized public concern for
once-taboo issues like rape, domestic violence, and breast cancer. And yet much work remains before women attain real equality.
In this fascinating book, Freedman examines the historical forces that have fueled the feminist movement over the past two
hundred years–and explores how women today are looking to feminism for new approaches to issues of work, family, sexuality,
and creativity. Freedman begins with an incisive analysis of what feminism means and why it took root in western Europe and the
United States at the end of the eighteenth century. The rationalist, humanistic philosophy of the Enlightenment, which ignited the
American Revolution, also sparked feminist politics, inspiring such pioneers as Mary Wollstonecraft and Susan B. Anthony. Race
has always been as important as gender in defining feminism, and Freedman traces the intricate ties between women’s rights and
abolitionism in the United States in the years before the Civil War and the long tradition of radical women of color, stretching back
to the impassioned rhetoric of Sojourner Truth. As industrialism and democratic politics spread after World War II, feminist politics
gained momentum and sophistication throughout the world. Their impact began to be felt in every aspect of society–from the
workplace to the chambers of government to relations between the sexes. Because of feminism, Freedman points out, the line
between the personal and the political has blurred, or disappeared, and issues once considered “merely” private–abortion, sexual
violence, homosexuality, reproductive health, beauty and body image–have entered the public arena as subjects of fierce, ongoing
debate. Freedman combines a scholar’s meticulous research with a social critic’s keen eye. Sweeping in scope, searching in its
analysis, global in its perspective, No Turning Back will stand as a defining text in one of the most important social movements of
all time.
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about her late mother, two captivating love stories unfurl
in this captivating novel from the author of The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous ballerina -- has
passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her grandmother falls ill and bequeaths to Kate a small portrait of a woman who bears a
striking resemblance to Kate's mother, Kate uncovers a mystery that may upend everything she thought she knew. Kate's journey
to find the true identity of the woman in the portrait takes her to some of the world's most iconic and indulgent locales, revealing a
love story that began in the wild 1920s and was disrupted by war and could now spark new love for Kate. Alternating between
Kate's present-day hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and Found casts light on family secrets and love -- both lost
and found.
A Buzzfeed Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A The Millions Most Anticipated Book of the Year "A massively entertaining and
slyly enlightening story nestled inside another story like a ghost within its host." —Kathleen Rooney, author of Cher Ami and Major
Whittlesey and Lillian Boxfish Takes a Walk In this provocative meditation on new motherhood—Shirley Jackson meets The
Awakening—a postpartum woman’s psychological unraveling becomes intertwined with the ghostly appearance of children’s book
writer Margaret Wise Brown. There’s a madwoman upstairs, and only Megan Weiler can see her. Ravaged and sore from giving
birth to her first child, Megan is mostly raising her newborn alone while her husband travels for work. Physically exhausted and
mentally drained, she’s also wracked with guilt over her unfinished dissertation—a thesis on mid-century children’s literature. Enter
a new upstairs neighbor: the ghost of quixotic children’s book writer Margaret Wise Brown—author of the beloved classic
Goodnight Moon—whose existence no one else will acknowledge. It seems Margaret has unfinished business with her former lover,
the once-famous socialite and actress Michael Strange, and is determined to draw Megan into the fray. As Michael joins the
haunting, Megan finds herself caught in the wake of a supernatural power struggle—and until she can find a way to quiet these
spirits, she and her newborn daughter are in terrible danger. Using Megan’s postpartum haunting as a powerful metaphor for a
woman’s fraught relationship with her body and mind, Julia Fine once again delivers an imaginative and “barely restrained,
careful musing on female desire, loneliness, and hereditary inheritances” (Washington Post).
Large format book of photographys by David G.Fitzgerald and essays and captions by the Choctaw Nation about the culture,
people and places of the Choctaw Nation in southeastern Oklahoma

Working in secret for a fourteenth-century Oxford professor who would translate the Bible into English, master illuminator
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Finn forms an alliance with Lady Kathryn, a widow desperate to protect her inheritance from the church and the
monarchy.
“Time travel romance at its best!”—Fresh Fiction on Chance of a Lifetime They can’t be together, but they can’t stay
apart… Liam O’Connor has one purpose in this life—to push the woman he loves into the arms of another man. The Irish
rogue unknowingly changed the course of destiny when he fell in love with Cora McLeod over a century ago. Their
passion was intense, brief and tragic. And the angels have been trying to restore the balance of fate ever since. Now
police officers in Providence Falls, North Carolina, Liam and Cora are partners on a murder investigation. The intensity of
the case has drawn them closer together—exactly what Liam is supposed to avoid. The angels have made it clear Cora
must be with Finley Walsh. But headstrong Cora makes her own decisions and she’s starting to have feelings for
Liam—the only thing he’s ever really wanted. Liam knows this is the last chance to save his soul. But does he love Cora
enough to let her go? Providence Falls Book 1: Chance of a Lifetime by Jude Deveraux and Tara Sheets Book 2: An
Impossible Promise by Jude Deveraux Book 2: An Impossible Promise by Jude Deveraux and Tara Sheets
A rollicking, picaresque novel about family and perseverance set during America’s “forgotten war” of 1812. Young
Henry Phipps is on a quest to realize his dying mother’s last wish: to be buried at sea, surrounded by her family. Not an
easy task considering Henry’s ne’er-do-well father is in debtor’s prison and his comically earnest older brother is busy
fighting the red coats on the battlefields of Maryland. But Henry’s stubborn determination knows no bounds. As he
dodges the cannon fire of clashing armies and picks among the ruins of a burning capital he meets looters, British
defectors, renegade slaves, a pregnant maiden in distress, and scoundrels of all types. Mad Boy is at once an antic
adventure and a thoroughly convincing work of historical fiction that recreates a young nation’s first truly international
conflict and a key moment in the history of the emancipation of African-American slaves. Entertaining, atmospheric, and
touching, Mad Boy will transport readers with its cast of vivid characters, its masterful storytelling, and its poignant tale of
a young man burdened by an outsized undertaking. “Nick Arvin is an immensely gifted writer, and he has given us a
thrilling, soulful book.” —David Wroblewdki, author of The Story of Edgar Sawtelle on The Reconstructionist “This
compact, intense first novel...evokes the nightmare into which soldiers are suddenly thrown.” —The New York Times
Review of Books on Articles of War “This brilliant musket blast of a novel—in which the lucky reader will encounter falling
cows, repurposed pickle barrels, fascinating schemes and fabulous schemers—is alive with humor, heat and heart. Mad
Boy is a tremendous accomplishment. Nick Arvin is the real thing.” —Laird Hunt, author of The Evening Road
A drama set in a medieval village where three itinerant Jewish actors put God on trial to answer for his silence during a
pogrom considers post-Holocaust issues
1304 The Church and the French Crown are locked in a power struggle. In the Normandy countryside, monks on a secret
mission are brutally murdered and a poisoner is at large at Clairets Abbey. Young noblewoman Agn's de Souarcy fights
to retain her independence but must face the Inquisition, unaware that she is the focus of an ancient quest.
Ever wondered what the planet was like millions of years ago? What kind of creatures roamed the Earth? What trees
grew in the prehistoric forests? Well, there is a way to find out—through palaeontology, a special science that is all about
digging up and unscrambling clues to the past. This book was made possible by Pratham Books' StoryWeaver platform.
Content under Creative Commons licenses can be downloaded, translated and can even be used to create new stories
provided you give appropriate credit, and indicate if changes were made. To know more about this, and the full terms of
use and attribution, please visit the following website: https://storyweaver.org.in/terms_and_conditions
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